Clothed
turn your
scrotum into
a turtle!

Female

Naked
I only know
the elephant

Male
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CFNM

I

n a hotel function room, a group of
women dressed in skirts, dresses and
jeans giggle among themselves, as they
queue up to draw folded pieces of paper
from a bowl. One by one, the women
unfold their piece of paper to reveal the name
of a naked man standing in a line on the other
side of the room. Each woman walks over to their
male match and starts talking dirty to them,
pushing up their breasts, pouting their lips and
using any other technique they can to get their
man hard – without touching him. The cheering
and laughter in the room is deafening, and rises
to fever pitch as each dick throbs to an erection.
The game is called Minute-Man, and it’s just
one activity at a CFNM event. The acronym
stands for Clothed Female Naked Male and,
whether acted out at parties like this, or in
adult movies, the premise is the same – the
girls keep their clothes on, and the guys take
theirs off. The term was invented by Brad, who
founded CFNM forum Sensations4women.com,
and organises large-scale events like this
in California. He thinks the trend grew from
the FemDom fetish – female domination over
submissive men – and believes real CFNM
focuses on the desires of women, putting them
in total control. In his view, CFNM is a response
to the popularity of what could be called CMNF
– clothed male, naked female – if it weren’t so
pervasive. Clothed men look at naked women
all the time in standard pornography, strip clubs,
advertising and mainstream movies. CFNM is
a way of turning porn conventions upside-down.

EW, A FLY’S
LANDED ON IT!

(And below)
CFNM games in
a bedroom scene

ooh, jimmy!

“In the 1990s, a group of famous female
authors in San Francisco held Naked Slaveboy
Tea Parties. The women stayed clothed, and
were served by naked butlers wearing only shoes,
gloves and a bowtie, who could only speak when
spoken to,” Brad explains, “These have grown to
become ‘tea party societies’. I organise and
attend two different kinds of CFNM parties.
There’s a play party, which is for men and
women to enjoy playing, with the emphasis on
male nudity as the source of fun, and there’s
a pray party where the men worship the women,
and the emphasis is on female superiority.”

Hard games
YOU MADE
ME CUM IN
MY EYE!

But it’s not just women who get off on CFNM.
As unpaid entertainment at all-female house
parties, CFNM fan Bruce fulfils his submissive
fantasies. At a more reserved event Bruce might
be asked to serve the women snacks and drinks,
cook a three-course meal, or give foot massages
– all in the nude. At rowdier parties, he’ll be the
subject of women’s games.
“At most parties, there’s a game of penis
ring-toss, where the women take turns to see
who can get the most rings on my hard dick,”
he says. “Then we play blind man’s bluff, where
the women are blindfolded and see who can
unwrap and put a condom on me the fastest.
I also enjoy penis-decorating contests. I bring
out ribbons, stickers and paper, and the women
have ten minutes to dress my dick up, before we
all vote for who did the best job. I’m always g

ARE THOSE
PUBES GINGER?
SERIOUSLY?
I WISH I’D
waxed the
WHOLE LOT

In many CFNM scenes,
a group of girls gang
up to mock a man
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on the look-out for women who like these kind
of parties – they’re not easy to find, but I like to
go to them as often as possible.”
Some couples also enjoy CFNM games.
Husband and wife Seth and Rebecca hold
small CFNM events with friends, where Seth
puts on a strip show. Rebecca explains: “One
night recently we had our divorced neighbour
over and a good friend, and my husband danced
for us ladies several times that night while we
remained clothed. Seth has also posed for figure
drawing, masturbated in front of us, allowed
us to measure his penis and played a prop in
a girls-only game of X-rated charades. Not all
of my friends know about our games, but most
who do think it’s hilarious.”
Seth admits that the women’s desire makes
him horny. “I like to see girls naked, it turns me
on, so I assume that if I’m the naked guy the girls
find me sexy. The girls who flirt with me when
I’m dressed turn me on the most. I don’t think it’s
sexy to just flash a bunch of girls, it’s only hot if

nuts about nuts! A routine subordination
I’M NOT
MAD, LEAVE
ME ALONE!

DON’T BE SCARED,
IT’S TIME FOR YOUR
CHECK-UP!
HMMMMM, WE
RECOMMEND
A COURSE OF
PENIS-MOCKING

MY GAG REFLEX
HAS KICKED IN
ALREADY!

CFNM parties
and movies
often take place
in hotels

they’re into it and want to see, otherwise it’s
creepy and gross. Our parties are like all-night
foreplay and then the sex with my wife later
that night is great.”

THE LEFT
BOLLOCK IS MINE!

The full monty
But CFNM is not only about events
– many websites are devoted to it.
Charlie Johnson, who founded
PureCFNM.com, traces its
increasing popularity to drunken
hen nights and male strip shows.
“Hen nights with strippers have
groups of dressed-up women, going crazy
for naked guys and their cocks,” Charlie
explains. “They’re ogling men who are
exposed and vulnerable. Ordinary guys
started fantasising about being in that
position, about being subject to all those
examining, desiring females. CFNM went
from hen nights, to videos of these hen
nights – where the women are just
looking, laughing and having fun – to
videos of women sucking or jerking off
a guy who wouldn’t come, to scenes
that end in a cumshot, like the ones
I make for PureCFNM.”
Sites such as Dancingbear.com
and LoverboysUSA.com provide
footage from out-of-control hen nights and
male strip shows, showing girls groping and
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Oooh, Arrgh!
pfffft…

FASTEN YOUR
SEATBELTS, WE
HAVE LIFT-OFF!

I HOPE THIS SERVICE
ISN’T COMING OUT OF
MY AIR MILES…

Some CFNM
porn movies are
uniform-themed

“I enjoy penis-decorating contests, where women
have ten minutes to dress my dick up with ribbons,
before we vote for who did the best job.” Brad, CFNM fan
grabbing guys in front of their friends. Charlie
CFNM adult performers
creates hundreds of CFNM movies for his site
mug for the camera
and is constantly coming up with new scenarios
to capture the imagination of his audience – most
of which involve less women than your average
bachelorette party, realistic scenarios, and an
HAHA, IT’S
SO TINY!
element of surprise.
“A typical scene is a girl accidentally walking
in on a guy having a wank, and then finding it
interesting and wanting to take over, or a guy
getting caught spying on girls in a changing
room, so they strip him as payback,” he reveals.
In the porn industry, CFNM is seen as
a good way for a new girl to experience
a shoot and see if she wants to do anything
more. Agencies often send Charlie glamour
models just starting out in porn, or he uses
amateurs who want to do it for fun. The guys
are often amateurs who fancy exploring their
fantasies. It works well for Charlie.
ending up fucking Jenna Jameson?
“We don’t use 12-inch porn studs because
You can’t fake my kind of realism. The guy
the guys watching the videos want to believe
looks nervous, because he is, and then he
it could be them, and think, ‘Well, the girl next
explodes everywhere in a few minutes because
door really did nearly catch me having a wank
he’s so excited, and the viewer thinks, ‘Yeah,
that time,’” says Charlie. “In mainstream porn,
that would’ve been me blowing my load with
can the guy watching it really imagine himself
all those gorgeous girls playing with me.’”
being called out to fix a washing machine and

Girls on film
UK adult star Harmony Hex regularly performs
in CFNM movies, and says they’re less work
than conventional pornos. “In one film I shot,
a guy was caught having phone sex, by his
female housemates. We stripped him and gave
him a hand-job, swapping when our arms got
too tired,” Harmony explains. “The scene ended
with us making him cum and laughing at him.
It’s easier than other types of porn – and fun
– but it does give you one achey arm!”
And sometimes fans make their own movies.
CFNM forum Thewalnutwalk.com is run by
a group of women, who create lists of ridiculous
tasks – such as naked gardening – for eager men
to perform. The men do the tasks, and then relate
their humiliation in detail to everyone on the
discussion board, also posting photos and videos.
Sometimes parties are arranged through the
connections made by these games.
Forum user Richard gets off on punishment
scenarios. “The theme of CFNM is pompous,
authoritarian or predatory males being brought
down to size, sometimes quite literally, by being
stripped off and gazed at – usually with awe
or amusement,” says Richard. “I enjoy the
revenge scenarios, where an overbearing g
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CFNM

Caught red-handed! A slippery soap

CFNM at
the cinema

Hollywood scenes of blokes in the buff

Pull it, betty,
pull that pint

He’s tossing off
to corrie clips!

The Reader

Stephen Daldry, 2008
Kate Winslet strikes up an affair with a younger
man (David Kross). A fully-clothed Winslet
washes him in a bathtub, before they have sex.

OHMIGOD HE’S
DESPERATE
TO CUM!

The Hole

Nick Hamm, 2001
A teenage boy (Laurence Fox) is naked in a school
shower, when Keira Knightley strolls through to
have a look and invite him to a party.

WOW, YOU REALLY
LOVE the rovers!

Blue Velvet

David Lynch, 1986
Club singer Isabella Rossellini forces a college
student (Kyle MacLachlan) to take off his clothes,
after she finds him spying on her from her closet.

“Our CFNM parties are like
all-night foreplay, and the
sex with my wife later that
night is great” Seth, CFNM fan
boss or cheating lover is punished by being
forced to get naked and brought to orgasm
by a group of women.”
But for some online users, the appeal of
CFNM is waning as the trend becomes more
popular. Blogger TC collates CFNM photos and
movies at Allthingscfnm.com, and is described
by Charlie as a “super-fan”. Up-and-coming
CFNM directors use his site to find out what’s
hot and what’s not. TC’s upset that the hardcore
aspect of the fetish is being lost as filmmakers
try to appeal to the average male porn consumer.
106_BIZARREMAG.COM

“I think there’s enough objectification of
women’s bodies. Unfortunately online CFNM
is becoming more mainstream because sites are
trying to make a profit from the majority of porn
consumers – that is, straight men who want
to see naked women having hardcore sex,”
he says. “For example, there used to be a lot of
fully-clothed sex sites, and now there’s just one
or two. And although I can enjoy accidental
CFNM scenes in mainstream porn, my enjoyment
is ruined once the women get naked.”
See more nuts out at Purecfnm.com

Forgetting Sarah Marshall

Nicholas Stoller, 2008
Jason Segal is naked as his girlfriend Kristen Bell
breaks up with him. At the end of the film, his
new love interest (Mila Kunis) catches him naked.

Art School Confidential

Terry Zwigoff, 2006
A group of girls are drawing an older male
life model, when he starts waving his penis
about inappropriately. Ooh-er!

